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I - GASFLUX


 PROCESS - GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 

The Gasflux


 process provides an economical and dependable method of bronze welding 

without the use of powder or paste flux, suitable for all metals, with the exception of 

aluminium and its alloys. 

 

The equipment, called AUTOFLUXER, is charged with a volatile liquid, called GASFLUX


, 

containing methanol and boric anhydride. 

 

The AUTOFLUXER, containing GASFLUX


 liquid, is designed to mix flux vapour with the 

fuel gas which is then passed into the flame ensuring an oxide free condition within the heat 

zone, just where the filler metal is to be applied. 

 

The presence of GASFLUX


 vapour is determined by the green colour of the flame. 

 

The amount of flux spread being uniform and in proportion to the flame size, resultant joints 

are sound, smooth, clean and almost free of flux residue. 

 

Post weld brushing and cleaning is reduced to a minimum enabling the joint to be painted, 

plated, etc. 

 

The GASFLUX


 flame coats the joint area with a boric anhydride fluxing film, the melting 

point of which is below that of powder or paste fluxes. Less heat is therefore required 

resulting in minimum distortion of the work piece. 

 

Using the GASFLUX


 process promotes a healthier atmosphere in the workshop through the 

reduction of flux fumes from the weld area. The GASFLUX


 effectively burns in the flame 

without harmful emission. 

 

 

 

Il - DESCRIPTION OF AUTOFLUXERS M.3 AND RCF 
 

 

AUTOFLUXER M.3 

 

The AUTOFLUXER M.3 is made of a cast aluminium tank, the capacity of which is 

approximately 2,6 litres of GASFLUX


 liquid. 

 

AUTOFLUXER M.3 has a gas-mixer allowing : 

- connection of the inlet and outlet fuel gas hoses. 

 

to obtain maximum fluxing action, valves E and S are fully open and valve A is fuIly closed. 

a more or less fluxing action is in intermediate positions of valve A. 

when flux is not required, valve E and S are fully closed, and valve A is fully open. 
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DO NOT force the movement of the valve. 

 

Belonging to the gas mixer the AUTOFLUXER M3 has a gas entry valve designed to shut off 

the flow of fuel gas to the tank or to stop the back flow of liquid to the gas regulator. 

AUTOFLUXER M.3 can have its capacity doubled or tripled by adding one or two tanks. 

 

AUTOFLUXER RCF (closed circuit re-filling system) 

 

The AUTOFLUXER RCF has been developed to allow for re-filling GASFLUX


 from a 

detachable reserve tank via a coupling mechanism which prevents inflammable liquid or 

gasses coming into contact with the atmosphere, thereby reducing the associated risks. 

 

It is a modified M3 by installing a mixer and extended plunger in between the body of the unit 

(AMF 600) and the (AMF 500) head assembly. This allows for the fitting of the 2,2 litre 

reserve tank via a coupling device, the liquid is transferred via an integral stopcock. 

 

When using the RCF system it is essential to bolt the AUTOFLUXER M.3 to the floor or a 

platform, ensuring that it is in an UPRIGHT and stable position. 

 

 

OPERATION PROCEDURE 

 

I - Filling the reserve tank 

 

 CAUTION: after removal from the AUTOFLUXER working tank, the reserve tank will 

contain PRESSURISED FUEL GAS AND FLUX RESIDUE. The following procedures 

should be strictly adhered to. 

 

 

1) When handling GASFLUX


, the following protective clothing should be worn : 

 a- Rubber gloves. 

 b - Eye protection 

 c- Respirator 

2) Filling should only be carried out in a well-ventilated area free from any source of 

ignition. 

3) Carefully remove filler cap by unscrewing ensuring that it is pointing away from you. 

Remember : the reserve tank will contain pressurised fuel gas and flux residue. 

4) Fill the tank to the desired level using a funnel. 

5) Replace filler cap. 

 

Il - Filling the AMF. 600 tank for the first time : 

 

1) Connect the full reserve tank to the AMF. 600 tank using the coupling mechanism.  

2) Open the stopcock to allow complete transfer of reserve tank contents (Approximately 3 

minutes). 

3) Close stopcock. 

4) Uncouple reserve tank and attach protective cover to male coupling stem. 
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5) Turn on gas supply. 

6) Open AMF 527 gas entry valve. 

7) Open fuel gas valve on blowpipe, release any air in the unit and gas lines.  

8) Light blowpipe.  

 

 

III - Re-filling the working tank AMF. 600 with liquid GASFLUX : 

 

ALL RE-FILLING MUST BE PERFORMED WITH THE BLOWTORCH CLOSED. 

 

1) Turn off the blowtorch. 

2) Shut off gas supply to AUTOFLUXER. 

3) Open blowtorch to release residual pressure. 

4) Close the blowtorch. 

5) Close AMF. 527 gas entry valve. 

6) Connect full reserve tank and open stopcock. 

7) After sufficient GASFLUX


 liquid has transferred to AMF. 600, turn off stopcock. 

8) Uncouple reserve tank and attach protective cover to male coupling stem. 

9) Turn on gas supply. 

10) Open AMF. 527 gas entry valve. 

11) Open and light blowtorch. 

 
SAFETY 

 

AUTOFLUXERS are safe when used according to manufacturer's instructions. 

 

Their tanks are made to resist an explosion of a 50-50 oxygen and acetylene mixture when the 

working pressure of acetylene is 1,5 bar. 

 

- Report of Laboratoire National d'Essai No 65178 of 26th March 1982. 

- Report of the Central Office for Safety Technic in Dusseldorf, ref. BAM 0383 of 11th 

Apri11983. 

 

 
 

III - INSTALLATION OF AUTOFLUXER 
 

 

The installation and operation of the AUTOFLUXER is simple and safe provided that normal 

safety precautions commonly practiced with oxy/ fuel gas equipment are carried out, and 

recommended maintenance procedures are adopted and acted upon. 

 

The recommended fuel gas for use with this equipment is either acetylene, propane or natural 

gas, all of which can be dangerous if not treated with respect. 

 

Propane and natural gas contain impurities and moisture. It is therefore necessary to put a gas-

dryer on the fuel-gas line. 
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NEVER CONNECT OXYGEN TO THE AUTOFLUXER 

 

1. - Ensure that the position selected for the AUTOFLUXER is convenient and within easy 

reach of the work in hand without stretching the supply hoses and is easily accessible for 

recharging with GASFLUX


 and any necessary adjustments or maintenance. 

 

2. - Ensure that the site for the AUTOFLUXER is safe and not within 3 metres of the welding 

flame or any other flame position and is firmly secured to a firm and level foundation such as 

a wall bracket or work bench. 

 

3. - Connect fuel gas hose from supply regulator to the inlet connection on the 

AUTOFLUXER (marked AD). 

 

4. - Connect fuel gas hose from the AUTOFLUXER unit, marked with arrow, to the fuel gas 

connection on the welding torch. Ensure all connections are secure. 

 

5. - Remove filler screw plug. Fill through orifice and replace filler plug securely. 

 

6. - The AUTOFLUXER is now ready, for use. 

 

VERY IMPORTANT . 

 

The following advice will assist you when using the AUTOFLUXER equipment and 

GASFLUX


 liquid which is inflammable. 

 

ALWAYS close off fuel gas supply and release pressure in AUTOFLUXER before 

recharging GASFLUX


. When working with pressures between 0,8 and 1,5 bar, release 

pressure in AUTOFLUXER for 5 minutes before recharging GASFLUX


 level in the 

working tank. 

 

DO NOT fill or recharge the AUTOFLUXER within 6 metres of an open flame. 

 

FILLING should better be carried out on a well-ventilated area free from any source of 

ignition. 

 

DO NOT smoke when filling AUTOFLUXER. 

 

AVOID spillage of GASFLUX


 when filling the AUTOFLUXER by using a correctly sized 

funnel. 

 

IF spillage occurs at any time, ensure that the spilled liquid is washed away with hot water 

and no liquid or vapour remains on or near the equipment before igniting the welding 

blowpipe.  

 

DO NOT overfill the AUTOFLUXER. 

 

NEVER up end the AUTOFLUXER. 
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AFTER filling, ensure that the sealing plug on the AUTOFLUXER is tight and that the filler 

cap of the supply container is also secured. 

 

ALWAYS operate your blowpipe at its recommended pressures for the work in hand. 

 

 CAUTION: maximum fuel gas pressure: 1,5 bar.  

(With maximum pressures  

- for oxygen 2,5 bar 

- for compressed air 4 bar) 

 

 DANGER: NEVER CONNECT THE OXYGEN OR COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY 

LINE TO THE AUTOFLUXER UNIT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION 

 

FOR CONNECTING AUTOFLUXER TO ACETYLENE SUPPL Y 

CONNECT acetylene supply hose form Regulator to inlet Connector Marked AD. 

CONNECT acetylene supply hose from outlet connector Marked with Arrow outwards to 

blowpipe  
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IV - OPERATING WITH AUTOFLUXER 
 

 

1. - Adjust AUTOFLUXER Valves as for fluxing. 

 

2. - Open fuel gas valve on cylinder, allow gas to pass into AUTOFLUXER by opening gas 

entry valve. 

 

3. - Open fuel gas valve on blowpipe, release any air in the unit and gas lines. 

 

Proceed to light blowpipe in normal way, when the flame should burn green and the flame 

cone is hardly discernable with the naked eye. 

 

For best results with torch brazing, adjust to a neutral flame. The presence of Gasflux within 

the flame is indicated when burning bright green and operators are advised to wear suitable 

goggles or glasses when adjusting the flame or when brazing. The green flame is not harmful 

to the operators eyes provided appropriate lens shade is selected to suit the operators needs 

and work requirement. 

(c) When correct flame adjustment is achieved, the degree of flux induced into the flame can 

be regulated by means of adjustment of the valve A on the top of the AUTOFLUXER. 

 

When Valves S and E are fully open and a fully closed the flame will be totally 

fluxed. 

 

When Valve A is fully open and E and S closed, no flux will reach the flame. See Diagram on 

Page 5. 

Intermediate adjustment of Valve A allows varying amount of flux in the flame according to 

requirement. 

 

4. - For normal work stops, close off blowpipe in normal way. 

 

For longer periods, i.e. meal times, overnight, etc. the AUTOFLUXER must be purged, as 

follows . 

1) Extinguish blowpipe. Close fuel gas at cylinder valve or hose line. 

2) Open blowpipe fuel gas valve to relieve pressure. 

3) When pressure is released, close blowpipe valve. 

4) Close gas entry valve. 

5) Close all Valves E, S & A when AUTOFLUXER is not in use. 

 

AUTOFLUXER VALVE SETTINGS FOR BRAZING WITH FLUX : 

FOR BRAZING WITH FLUX : 
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V- GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
 

 

The AUTOFLUXER uses a Gasflux liquid which is borax based. When the liquid or vapour 

comes into contact with air a white deposit occurs. This deposit is not harmful being non-

toxic, but problems can occur due to this deposit clogging fuel lines and valves. It is for this 

reason that fuel lines should be "blown-out" with compressed air in direction of gas flow at 

frequent intervals, along with gas valves, non-return valves, etc. A daily inspection of the 

AUTOFLUXER, its connections and fuel hose will ensure that any leaks that may arise which 

will be apparent from the white deposit around it, can therefore be more easily noticed and 

rectified. 

 

Regular periodic inspection of the AUTOFLUXER should be made at least every three 

months or earlier, depending on use and conditions. 

 

This routine Inspection and Maintenance can be effected easily under proper workshop 

conditions and skill, and through the use of the recommended AUTOFLUXER Maintenance 

Kit. 

 

ASSEMBLING AND SETTING OF COMPLETE REGULATING VALVE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Slide AMF. 503 and AMF. 526 rings onto valve spindle AMF. 502 up to its flange. 

- Introduce AMF 502. valve into AUTOFLUXER head, taking care that AMF 503. and AMF. 

526 rings remain in position. If necessary, utilize a small screwdriver to press AMF. 503 and 

AMF. 526 rings into place. 

- Screw up AMF. 505lock-nut onto AMF. 504 B nut. 

- Screw AMF. 504 B a few threads onto AMF. 502 valve while preventing this from turning. - 

As soon as AMF 504 B tightens, release AMF. 502 a few turns then repeat procedure until 

AMF. 504 B is tight into valve body. 

- Then secure AMF. 505 lock nut against valve body face. 

- Finally fit AMF. 506 regulating handle on AMF. 502 regulating valve with AMF. 507 

screw. Spare parts AMF. 526 (2) and AMF. 504 B on complete regulating valve AMF. 501 

from AUTOFLUXER Nr. 65500. 
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VI - HOW TO USE THE GASFLUX PROCESS 
 

 

The GASFLUX


 process employs no special technique other than the standard one used for 

welding and brazing. No special quality of filler metal, or special type of torch, is needed. The 

same liquid is suitable for all metals or alloys, with the exception of aluminium and its alloys. 

 

1. - However, the operators attention is called to the following points : 

 

(a) The GASFLUX


 bearing flame coats the metal with a fluxing film the melting point of 

which is lower than that of powder and paste fluxes. The piece shall therefore be a little less 

heated. 

(b) No special precautions are to be taken for butt and fillet bronze welding. The filler metal 

flows evenly and smoothly on all surfaces processed with the GASFLUX


 bearing flame. 

 

2. - PREPARATION OF WORK PIECES. 

 

The use of GASFLUX


 reduces the preparation to a minimum. However, it is necessary to 

descale hot rolled steel. On the other hand, rusty or alloy work pieces themselves can be 

bronze welded with GASFLUX


. 

 

Nevertheless, it is recommended to prepare the edges to be joined, whether they are bevelled 

or non, according to the normal procedure, to rescale and trim them. In order to prevent the 

formation of oxide scale which will subsequently render bronze welding difficult, pieces 

requiring tack-welding shall be tacked with GASFLUX


 by bronze welding and in no way by 

arc or autogenous fuse welding. 

 

3. - WETTING TEMPERATURE. 

 

To bronze weld, apply the torch to heat the area to be bronze welded until it reaches the 

wetting temperature, viz, that at which filler metal draps spread over the surface to be joined. 

 

The GASFLUX


 process lowers the wetting temperature, especially with steel. A little less 

heat will therefore be applied to the work piece. 

 

4. - TO ACHIEVE A BRONZEWELD BEAD. 

 

Base metal must be brought up to the wetting temperature. If the temperature is too low, filler 

metal will shrink instead of wetting, and will roll over the surface without sticking to it. On 

the contrary, too high a temperature would cause filler metal to fume, thus spoiling its 

mechanical properties. 

 

After having deposited the first drap of filler metal, use the torch cane to flow it forward, 

making sure that proper wetting is achieved. Then dip filler rad into the liquid bath which is 

produced by the fluxing power of the flame, next withdraw filler rad, etc. Do not remove rad 

tip from the torch flame, since the presence of the flux in the flame keeps rad tip from 

becoming oxidized and allows the formation of a sound joint. 
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USE THE FLAME CONE TO WORK, AS IN FUSION WELDING.  

USE A NEUTRAL FLAME. 

 

TO BRONZEWELD OR BRAZE WITH GASFLUX


, USE A MILD, NEUTRAL FLAME 

CONT AINING NO EXCESS OF ACETYLENE OR OXYGEN. 

 

5. - BRAZING. 

 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE - CAPILLARY BRAZING. 

The fluxing flame cannot penetrate the joint. It prevents oxidation of filler metal and of the 

interior of the joint when applied to the piece for heating. To allow filler metal to flow 

through the joint, the inner wall surfaces beyond the influence of the flame should have been 

previously coated with a thin film of an auxiliary brazing paste specially designed for this 

purpose. 

When the assembly is correctly heated, the metal can be seen flowing into the joint. The torch 

should then be applied to the bottom of the joint, if accessible, in order to draw the filler metal 

between the pieces to be joined. 

 

Brazing produces excellent results. However, it is more costly than bronze welding. 

Therefore, it is worth determining in each case whether joints intended to be lapped or fitted 

cannot be made by butt or fillet bronze welding. In various applications, the quality of joints 

obtained by butt bronze welding with GASFLUX


 proved itself at least equivalent, if not 

superior, to that of lap or fitted joints. 

 

 

 

VII - TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE GASFLUX


 PROCESS 
 

 

- Tube joints, in the following branches : 

 

Cycles, industrial line systems for conveying gas and liquids under pressure, heating and 

plumbing pipe lines, tube metal work, cooling coils, heat exchangers, metal furniture, cycle 

and automobile accessories, small cars, trucks, trolleys. 

 

- Section joints, bent sheet joints in their different industrial applications, specifically in 

metal work and mechanical engineering. 

 

- Building up receivers, tanks, cans, jerricans, bronze welding of bosses, clips, tubings, 

connecting pieces, sleeves, etc. 

 

- Joining different thicknesses of metal, in this case, GASFLUX


 bronze welding allows 

the thinner and the thicker piece to be easily brought up to the wetting temperature, and 

therefore to achieve a perfect joint. 

 

- Gold and silver worker, jewellery. 
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Bronze welding steel necessitates a more costly rod than arc or autogenous fuse welding, but 

this additional expense is largely offset by the resulting saving of time, elimination of rejects, 

absence of strain and deformation, reduced amount of gas used, reduced hardship for the 

operator and the improved safety in the workshop. 

 

 

 

VII - GASFLUX


 LIQUIDS 
 

 

Four qualities of GASFLUX


 liquid are available, according to the expected deoxidising 

power of the flame. 

 

The differences between these liquids depend on their boron contents. 

GASFLUX


 type M1Z : for high gas flow (over 400 litres mm) and for a maximum 

deoxidising result. 

GASFLUX


 type M1W : for a strong deoxidising result, or with 200, 300 litres gasflow. 

 

GASFLUX


 type M1 : standard quality. 

 

GASFLUX


 type M 1 S : low boron contents, weak deoxidising power, used by jewellers. 

 

 IMPORTANT: The worst GASFLUX


 enemy is moisture ! 

Moisture in fuel gas always dissociates GASFLUX


 into boric acid and methanol. 

 

- Apart the fact that GASFLUX


 liquid has no more deoxidising power, boric acid clogs 

fuel gas valves and plunger tube in the AUTOFLUXER. 

 

 Generally, if the deoxidising power of your flame is not satisfying, the reason could be : 
 

- a wrong choice of liquid (M1 instead of M1Z for instance). 

 

- new fuel gas hoses between AUTOFLUXER and torch. In this case talcum powder filter 

boron particles so that the flame is not deoxidising. Wash the hoses with a small quantity of 

GASFLUX


 liquid, and then blow out with compressed air. 

 

- moisture in fuel gas. 

 

- ineffective GASFLUX


 liquid in AUTOFLUXER tank. As a matter of fact, especially with 

a one tank AUTOFLUXER, GASFLUX


 liquid becomes ineffective after a period varying 

according to time and gas flow. 

 

- a too low temperature (under 10° C) of GASFLUX


 liquid inside the AUTOFLUXER'S 

tank, due to the low temperature in storage, of the GASFLUX


 liquid, or in the workshop 

itself, or due to an excessive fuel gas flow (10001. for instance) that reduces the temperature 

inside the AUTOFLUXER'S tank, so restraining GASFLUX


 evaporation. 


